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1 10

2 10

3 10

4 10

5 10

Total 50

 You are allowed to use a calculator and one hand-written 8.5 by 11 inch
page of notes. Put your name on your sheet of notes and turn it in with
the exam.

 Check that your exam contains all the problems listed above.

 You must show your work on all problems. The correct answer with no
supporting work may result in no credit. Unless otherwise indicated, your
final answer must be correct to two digits after the decimal.

 If you need more room, use the backs of the pages and indicate to the
grader that you have done so.

 Raise your hand if you have a question.

 There are multiple versions of the exam. Any student found
engaging in academic misconduct will receive a score of 0 on this exam.

 You have 50 minutes to complete the exam.

GOOD LUCK!



1. (10 points) Maggie is a high jumper. The more hours that she practices,
the higher her average jump height will be. If she practices for no hours,
her average jump height is 3 feet. If she practices for 30 hours, her
average jump height is 5 feet. As she practices more and more, her
average jump height approaches (but never exceeds) 7 feet.

(a) Find the linear-to-linear rational model that gives Maggie’s average
jump height, y , in terms of the number of hours of practice, x .

(b) If Maggie wants to have an average jump height of 6 feet, how many
hours should she practice?



2. (10 points) Ron and Harry are both running counterclockwise on a circular
track with radius 10 feet. Ron starts at the southernmost point and Harry
is the easternmost point. Ron is running at 2 feet/sec and Harry
completes one lap in 30 seconds.

(a) Give Harry’s x and y coordinates
after 3 seconds.

(b) Give Ron’s x and y coordinates after 50 seconds.



A CB

3. (10 points) Consider the following belt-and-wheel system with the three
wheels A, B, and C. Wheel C has radius 7 inches and Wheel B has radius
4 inches. Wheel C has an angular speed of 10 revolutions/minute and
Wheel A has a linear speed of 900 inches/minute. This situation is
illustrated below.

Find the radius of Wheel A.



40
25

4. (10 points) Grace is standing in her front yard and sees an airplane
overhead. The plane is flying away from Grace at a constant height and a
constant speed of 290 feet/second. When Grace sees the plane for the
first time the angle measures 40 degrees. Grace sees the plane for the
second time 10 seconds later and measures an angle of 25 degrees.
(Hint: The plane travels 2900 feet between sightings.)

Find the height of the airplane.
Airplane at
first sighting

Airplane at
second sighting



5. (10 points)

a) Let g(x)=
x +3 , if x <9

17 , if x 9





and h(x)=
-5 , if x <2

x -1 , if x 2.





Find the multipart rule for 2g(x) - h(x).

b) Let f(x)=
x

x +10
.

Find f (x)-1
and give the domain of f (x)-1

.


